Ralph Forbes
Vice President/Regional Director
Thomas & Hutton
50 Park of Commerce Way
Savannah, Georgia 31405
January 6, 2022
Re: Project Adventure Desktop Literature Review

Dear Mr. Forbes,
On December 8, 2021, Brockington and Associates (Brockington) conducted an online desktop search
of the Georgia’s Natural, Archaeological, and Historic Resources GIS (GNAHRGIS), an online
interactive website maintained by the Georgia Archaeological Site File (GASF) and the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources’ Historic Preservation Division (HPD), Georgia’s State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO). The goal of the due diligence online desktop search was to identify
previously recorded cultural resources (e.g., archaeological sites, historic resources) and previous
cultural resources investigations within 1.0 kilometer (km) of the Project Adventure Tract (project tract)
located in Morgan and Walton Counties, Georgia (Figures 1 and 2). Brockington also examined historic
maps depicting the project tract to assess the likelihood of encountering historic period (i.e., 50 years or
older) cultural resources within the project tract.
The proposed project includes an industrial development for an automotive manufacturing plant.
The project tract consists of 1,978 acres located in open farmlands, grassy pastures, and wooded areas
on the north side of US Interstate 20 between US Highway 278 to the west and Old Mill Road to the east,
and south of the railroad line near the intersection of US Highway 278 and Davis Academy Road. This
archival information is for planning purposes only and is not meant as compliance with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act or other state or federal legislation.
Previously Recorded Archaeological Sites
A review of the GNAHRGIS database did not identify any previously recorded archaeological sites
located within the project tract. However, 16 previously recorded archaeological sites are located within
the vicinity of the project tract (Figure 3). Table 1 briefly summarizes these previously recorded
archaeological sites. Eight of the previously recorded archaeological sites are located in Morgan County,
six are located in Newton County, and the remaining two are located in Walton County.
Most of the previously recorded archaeological sites (n=11) contain a historic period component.
Historic house sites dating any time from the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century are the most
common historic period site types (n=6) within the vicinity of the project tract. Historic period artifact
scatters (n=4) and one historic cemetery were also recorded within the study area.

Figure 1. Project tract location (1972 Mansfield, Georgia and 1971 Social Circle, Georgia US Geological Survey [USGS]
topographic quadrangle).
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Figure 2. Aerial view of the project tract.
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Figure 3. Location of previously recorded archaeological sites, historic resources, and investigations.
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Table 1. Previously recorded archaeological sites in the vicinity of the project tract.
NRHP
Site Number
Site Type
Temporal Association
Recommendation
9MG705

Early to Mid-20th century
Unknown Prehistoric; Late
19th century to Present

Not eligible

9MG709

Historic artifact scatter
Prehistoric and historic
artifact scatter

9MG717

Historic house site

Mid- to Late 20th century

Not eligible

9MG718

Historic house site

Early to Mid-20th century

Not eligible

9MG719

Prehistoric lithic scatter

Unknown

Not eligible

9MG720

Historic house site

Early to Mid-20th century

Not eligible

9MG721

Prehistoric lithic scatter

Unknown

Not eligible

9MG722

Mid-20th century

Not eligible

9NE224

Historic house site
Historic artifact scatter with
stone piles

20th century

Not eligible

9NE239

Cemetery

Unknown

9NE260
9NE263

Historic artifact scatter
Prehistoric lithic and
ceramic scatter

19th to 20th century
Late 19th to Early 20th
century
Early Woodland

Unknown

9NE264

Historic house site

Mid-20th century

Not eligible

9NE265

Rock pile

Unknown

Not eligible

9WN193

Historic artifact scatter

20th century

Not eligible

9WN194

Prehistoric lithic scatter

Unknown

Not eligible

Unknown

Not eligible

Situation
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract
Within 1.0 km of
project tract

Archaeological sites with prehistoric components are less common, as only five of the nearby
previously recorded sites contained a prehistoric component. Of these, only one (Site 9NE263) has a
recognizable prehistoric temporal association. Site 9NE263 is an Early Woodland lithic and ceramic
scatter located to the south of the project tract. The remaining four previously recorded archaeological
sites have an unknown prehistoric component; three of these are lithic scatters.
One of the nearby previously recorded archaeological sites (9NE265) is rock pile site that has an
unknown temporal association. However, according to its corresponding GASF site form, the rock pile
is most likely historic in nature.
None of the previously recorded sites within the vicinity of the project tract are eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Three (Sites 9MG709, 9NE239, and 9NE263) currently
have an unknown NRHP eligibility status. Site 9MG709 is a multi-component artifact scatter with
unknown prehistoric and late nineteenth-century to present components. Site 9NE239 is a nineteenthto twentieth-century cemetery located to the west of the project tract. Site 9NE263 is an Early Woodland
lithic and ceramic scatter. The remaining 13 previously recorded archaeological sites are not eligible for
the NRHP.
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None of the previously recorded archaeological sites, regardless of NRHP eligibility, are located
within an area of direct or indirect impact for any proposed development within the project tract.
Therefore, no previously recorded archaeological sites will be impacted by the proposed development.
Previously Recorded Historic Resources
According to the GNARHGIS database, five previously recorded historic resources are located within
the project tract (refer to Figure 3). However, the database incorrectly mapped one of these resources
(Resource 200250) within the project tract. Resource 200250, the Davis Cemetery, is actually located at
the southeastern quadrant of the intersection of Old Mill Road and Davis Academy Road, outside of the
current project tract. Therefore, only four previously recorded historic resources (Resource 64903,
64904, 200186, and 200251) are located within the project tract. Table 2 briefly summarizes the
previously recorded historic resources.
Table 2. Previously recorded historic resources in the vicinity of the project tract.
Date(s) of
NRHP Status /
Resource ID
Construction
Resource Type
Situation
Recommendation
64901
1900 - 1910
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
64903
ca. 1900 - 1910
Building
Within project tract
Eligible
64904
1900 - 1910
Building
Within project tract
Eligible
102194
1929
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
200182
1884
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
200186
1884
Building
Within project tract
Eligible
200248
1920
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
200249
1880
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
200250
1863
Cemetery
Within 1.0 km of project tract*
Eligible
200251
1889
Building
Within project tract
Eligible
200252
1890
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
200253
1895
Building
Within 1.0 km of project tract
Eligible
*Resource 200250 is erroneously mapped in GNARHGIS and depicted within the project tract. It is actually located in the
southeast corner of the Old Mill Road and Davis Academy Road intersection, outside of the project tract.

Resource 64903 is a ca. 1900 – 1910 house located at 533 Lawrence Street. Resource 64904 is a ca.
1900 – 1910 duplex located at 320 Knight Street. Resource 200186 is a ca. 1884 farm located at 4990
Davis Academy Road. Resource 200251, a two-story, central hallway I-house, was constructed in 1889
and is located at 1960 Old Mill Road. All four resources were previously recommended as eligible for
the NRHP.
Eight previously recorded historic resources are located within a 1.0-km radius of the project tract.
As mentioned above, one of these historic resources (Resource 200250) is the Davis Cemetery. The
earliest grave in the cemetery dates to 1863. The remaining seven nearby previously recorded historic
resources are historic houses, the earliest of which is Resource 200249, which was constructed in 1880.
Four other historic houses (Resources 200182, 200186, 200252, and 200253) were also constructed in
the nineteenth century, and the remaining three historic houses (Resources 64901, 102194, and 200248)
were all constructed in the early twentieth century. According to their corresponding historic resource
forms available in the GNARHGIS database, all of the nearby previously recorded historic resources
were recommended eligible for the NRHP.
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Previous Investigations
Data from the GNARHGIS database suggests that five previous investigations have surveyed a portion
of the project tract for cultural resources (refer to Figure 3). All five of these previous investigations are
Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) related archaeological assessments or surveys that
covered small portions of the project tract along the southern boundary (Adair 2000; Bowen 1979;
McIntosh 2000, 2001) and the western boundary (Fleming Moore 1999). None of these GDOT-related
investigations within a portion of the project tract identified any cultural resources.
Table 3 briefly summarizes the previous investigations in the vicinity of the project tract. Three
additional previous investigations are located within a 1.0-km radius of the project tract. Two are GDOT
related projects (Erickson 2005; URS Corporation 2004), and the remaining nearby survey is an
archaeological survey for a transmission line corridor located to the south on I-20 (Benson 2018). URS
Corporation (2004) identified one archaeological site (9NE224) within the vicinity of the project tract.
Benson (2018) identified 10 archaeological sites to the south of the project tract.
Table 3. Previously investigations in the vicinity of the project tract.
GNAHRGIS
ID
Citation
Investigation Type
GDOT Archaeological Survey of
URS Corporation
Proposed Stanton Springs
3047
2004
Parkway
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
Fleming Moore
of Sewer and Waterline to I-20
10453
1999
Rest Area
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
of the Morgan County Resurfacing
11096
Erickson 2005
Project
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
11967
Bowen 1979
for Rest Area Expansion on I-20
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
of I-20 Ramp Improvements and
12551
McIntosh 2000
Rehabilitation
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
of I-20 Ramp Improvements and
13465
McIntosh 2001
Rehabilitation
GDOT Archaeological Assessment
13696
Adair 2000
for 26 Bridge Replacements

14127

Benson 2018

Archaeological Survey of the
Thumbs Up Transmission Line
Segments

Situation

Sites recorded within 1.0
km of project tract

Within 1.0 km
of project tract

9NE224

Within project
tract

None

Within 1.0 km
of project tract
Within project
tract

None

Within project
tract

None

Within project
tract
Within project
tract

Within 1.0 km
of project tract

None

None
None
9NE260, 9NE263, 9NE264,
9NE265, 9MG717,
9MG718, 9MG719,
9MG720, 9MG721, and
9MG722

Historic Maps
An examination of historic maps indicates a high likelihood of encountering historic period cultural
resources within the project tract. The 1896 topographic map (Figure 4) depicts approximately 22
structures and the railroad within or adjacent to the project tract. The 1930 rural route map of the area
(Figure 5) depicts approximately 23 structures and the railroad within or adjacent to the project tract.
By 1951, approximately 25 structures are shown to be within the project tract (Figure 6). These structures
and the railroad line are all 50 years in age, and they would likely be associated with a historic resource
or an archaeological site if they were identified during a formal Phase I Cultural Resources Survey.
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Figure 4. Location of previously recorded historic resources on the 1896 Monroe, Georgia topographic map.
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Figure 5. Location of previously recorded historic resources on the 1930 rural delivery route map.
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Figure 6. Location of previously recorded historic resources on a 1951 topographic map.
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Summary and Recommendations
According the GNARHGIS, no previously recorded archaeological sites are located within the project
tract. A total of 16 previously archaeological sites are located within a 1.0-km radius of the project tract;
however, none are located within an area of direct or indirect effect for the proposed industrial
development. Therefore, no previously recorded archaeological sites will be impacted by the proposed
project.
Four previously recorded historic resources are located within the project tract, and an additional
eight historic resources are located within the vicinity of the project tract. All 12 of these previously
recorded historic resources were recommended eligible for the NRHP. Each of these previously recorded
historic resources that are located within the project tract or its immediate viewshed will need to be
reevaluated for their NRHP eligibility status as part of a Phase I Cultural Resources Survey (which is
currently ongoing). Any cultural resources that are found to be NRHP-eligible will also require an
assessment of effects to determine if the proposed project will have an adverse effect to the resource.
An examination of historic maps depicting the project tract suggests that there is a high likelihood
of encountering historic-period cultural resources within the project tract. It is likely that many historic
resources that are at least 50 years in age would be located within the tract, including standing
structures/buildings, farmsteads, and a railroad. Archaeological resources related to the historic period
are also likely located within the project tract. Earlier prehistoric sites may also be located in areas near
streams and stream convergences as well as in flat, upland terraces that are less disturbed. All cultural
resources located within the project tract will be identified during Brockington’s ongoing cultural
resources survey.
Please feel free to contact me at 912-233-2550 or alexsweeney@brockingtoncrm.com if you have any
questions regarding this project.
Sincerely,

Alex Sweeney
Branch Manager and Senior Archaeologist
Brockington and Associates, Inc.
31 Park of Commerce Way, Suite 200A
Savannah, Georgia 31405
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